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Next to Colt, there are few 
gunmakers with a longer 
record of making M1911-

style pistols than Springfield 
Armory. Starting with Government 
Model “gunsmith kits” in the mid-
1980s—basically forged slides 
and frames—Springfield’s O-frame 
lineup now includes some 36 dif-
ferent complete pistol models, 
including high-capacity, reduced-
size and custom target models. 
Springfield’s Custom Shop has 
garnered a reputation for world-
class pistols for carry and com-
petition, and Springfield M1911s 

have been selected by various law 
enforcement agencies. 

Today’s M1911 users expect 
not only the traditional custom 
touches, but also newer innova-
tions, such as a beefed-up dust-
cover with an integral Picatinny 
rail for light or laser mounting. 
Moreover, carry pistols with 
lighter-weight aluminum frames 
have become increasingly popular. 
Springfield’s Lightweight Operator, 
introduced in 2007, is designed to 
meet all these expectations.

The LW Operator is a full-size, 
5"-barreled, recoil-operated 
semi-automatic pistol chambered 
in .45 ACP. Like all Springfield 
Government Model guns, the LW 
Operator follows the Colt Series 
70 pattern, which lacks the pas-
sive firing pin block mechanism 
of the later Series 80 pistols. 

One major departure from the 
basic M1911 blueprint is the gun’s 
stainless-steel match-grade barrel 
with its Wilson-style integral feed 
ramp, which replaces the familiar 
non-ramped barrel of the origi-
nal design. An additional feature 
of Springfield barrels is a visual 

loaded chamber indicator—a 
small slot in the barrel hood that 
allows one to see the rim of a 
chambered case.

The other salient feature of 
the LW Operator is found in its 
forged aluminum Operator frame 
with an integral Picatinny light 
rail. The rear half of the frame 
is like that of pretty much any 
full-size M1911. Forward of the 
magazine well, however, the cen-
ter of the frame is cut out for the 
barrel ramp, and the sides of the 
frame flare outward about 0.036" 
on each side. This gives the walls 
of the dustcover additional thick-
ness to support the weight of any 
accessories that may be mounted 
on the rail.

Sighting is by way of a no-snag 
fixed rear sight, similar in design 
to the Novak Lo-Mount, and a 
1/8"-wide front post mounted 
by way of a transverse dovetail. 
Both units feature green tritium 
inserts to give a three-dot sighting 
pattern. The front sight features a 
nice additional touch: the blend-
ing of the dovetail base with the 
slide contour. 

The LW Operator is equipped 
with a full-length two-piece guide 
rod, a long ejector, tuned extractor 
and a lowered, flared and bev-
eled ejection port. The Operator 
offers a high-grip beavertail grip 
safety with palm pad, ambidex-
trous thumb safety, forward slide 
serrations, beveled magazine well 
and a front strap that is cut slightly 
higher under the trigger guard. 
A long, skeletonized aluminum 
trigger gives a nominal trigger 
pull of 4 to 5 lbs. Finally, all sharp 
corners and edges are thoroughly 
dehorned.

The aluminum frame of the 
gun is hard-anodized in a black 
matte finish, while the slide, 
sights, slide stop, beavertail, 
hammer and extractor have an 
Armory-Kote finish, a propri-
etary heat-cured Teflon coat-
ing. The barrel hood and guide 
rod tip are polished, and the 

SHOOTING RESULTS (25 YDS.)
.45 ACP 
CArtridge

Vel. @ 15'
(f.P.s.)

energy

(ft.-lbs.)
grouP size in inChes

smAllest   lArgest   AVerAge

blACk hills

230-gr. hP +P
991 Avg.

25 Sd
502 1.77 2.84 2.46

hornAdy no. 91128
200-gr. tAP fPd

1067 Avg.
7 Sd

506 1.46 2.17 1.78

WinChester  
no. X45AshP2
185-gr. st hP

1000 Avg.
15 Sd

411 1.47 2.22 1.91

AVerAge eXtreme sPreAd 2.05

MeASured AverAge velocity for 10 roundS froM A 5" bArrel. rAnge teMperAture: 
78° f. HuMidity: 40%. AccurAcy for five conSecutive, five-SHot groupS At 25 ydS. 
froM SAndbAgS. AbbreviAtionS: tAp fpd (tActicAl ApplicAtion police for perSonAl 
defenSe), Hp (Hollow point), Sd (StAndArd deviAtion), St (Silvertip).

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY
LIGHTWEIGHT OPERATOR

A two-piece guide rod contributes to reliability, while a snugly-fitted barrel 
bushing aids accuracy. The dustcover has an integral Picatinny rail.

The integral feed ramp (above, l.) on the stain-
less-steel barrel promotes feeding reliability. A 
beveled magazine well (above) speeds reloading. 
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loaded chamber indicator—a 
small slot in the barrel hood that 
allows one to see the rim of a 
chambered case.

The other salient feature of 
the LW Operator is found in its 
forged aluminum Operator frame 
with an integral Picatinny light 
rail. The rear half of the frame 
is like that of pretty much any 
full-size M1911. Forward of the 
magazine well, however, the cen-
ter of the frame is cut out for the 
barrel ramp, and the sides of the 
frame flare outward about 0.036" 
on each side. This gives the walls 
of the dustcover additional thick-
ness to support the weight of any 
accessories that may be mounted 
on the rail.

Sighting is by way of a no-snag 
fixed rear sight, similar in design 
to the Novak Lo-Mount, and a 
1/8"-wide front post mounted 
by way of a transverse dovetail. 
Both units feature green tritium 
inserts to give a three-dot sighting 
pattern. The front sight features a 
nice additional touch: the blend-
ing of the dovetail base with the 
slide contour. 

The LW Operator is equipped 
with a full-length two-piece guide 
rod, a long ejector, tuned extractor 
and a lowered, flared and bev-
eled ejection port. The Operator 
offers a high-grip beavertail grip 
safety with palm pad, ambidex-
trous thumb safety, forward slide 
serrations, beveled magazine well 
and a front strap that is cut slightly 
higher under the trigger guard. 
A long, skeletonized aluminum 
trigger gives a nominal trigger 
pull of 4 to 5 lbs. Finally, all sharp 
corners and edges are thoroughly 
dehorned.

The aluminum frame of the 
gun is hard-anodized in a black 
matte finish, while the slide, 
sights, slide stop, beavertail, 
hammer and extractor have an 
Armory-Kote finish, a propri-
etary heat-cured Teflon coat-
ing. The barrel hood and guide 
rod tip are polished, and the 

stainless barrel bushing has a 
glass-beaded finish. The check-
ered Cocobolo grips feature 
smooth diamonds around the 
grip screws and a laser-etched 
Springfield Armory logo.

At the range, we fired the LW 
Operator for accuracy at 25 yds. 
from sandbags with loads from 
Black Hills, Hornady and Win-
chester, in hollow-point bullet 
designs of 185, 200 and 230 grs.

The accuracy of our test pistol 
was exceptional. The best load 
averaged of 1.78" for five, consecu-
tive five-shot groups. Reliability 
was also excellent: during our 125-
round test-fire session, we experi-
enced no malfunctions. Accuracy 
and velocity data are given in the 
accompanying table.

During rapid-fire drills con-
sisting of double-taps at Bianchi 
and B-27 targets at 7 yds., the gun 
proved manageable with all loads. 

Ejection was positive, with fired 
cases thrown out of the gun about 
five to seven feet to the right rear. 

Even the most demanding user, 
we suspect, will have a hard time 
suggesting improvements for the 
LW Operator. Some testers did 
pan the lack of any texture on the 
smooth frontstrap. 

But overall, we were highly 
impressed with the LW Operator. 
Accurate and reliable, the pis-
tol was also nicely finished and 
dehorned. All controls operated 
smoothly, and the trigger pull was 
just about perfect for a gun of this 
type. Also, for a factory pistol, 
the Operator was unusually tight, 
with virtually no detectable play 
between the slide and frame and 
a tight fit of the barrel hood in 
the slide. Furthermore, the lower 
barrel lugs rode on the slide 
stop pin, as they are supposed to, 
rather than on the link, as is the 
case with many if not most fac-
tory M1911s. 

Given its accuracy, reliability 
and relatively light weight, as 
well as the capabilities afforded 
by its integral Picatinny rail, the 
Springfield Armory Lightweight 
Operator should be highly 
attractive to those seeking a 
quality tactical-style M1911 pis-
tol in .45 ACP.

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 
LIGHTWEIGHT OPERATOR
Manufacturer: Springfield, inc. (dept. 

Ar), 420 W. MAin St., geneSeo, il 
61254, (800) 680-6866;

     WWW.Springfield-ArMory.coM
caliber: .45 Acp 
action type: Short-recoil-operAted, 

Single-Action, center-fire  
SeMi-AutoMAtic piStol

fraMe: forged AluMinuM
barrel: StAinleSS Steel, rAMped, 5" 
rifling: Six-groove, 1:16" rh tWiSt
Magazine: eight-round detAchAble 

Steel box
SightS: rAMped dovetAil-Mounted poSt 

front, no-SnAg fixed reAr; tritiuM 
inSertS in three-dot pAttern

trigger pull: Single-Action, 4 lbS., 8 ozS. 
gripS: checkered cocobolo
overall length: 81⁄2"
Width: 17⁄16"
height: 51⁄2"
Weight: 34 ozS.
acceSSorieS: hArd plAStic cASe,  

cleAning bruSh, hex Wrench, 
oWner’S MAnuAl, extrA MAgAzine

SuggeSted retail price: $1,279

SHOOTING RESULTS (25 YDS.)
.45 acp 
cartridge

vel. @ 15'
(f.p.S.)

energy

(ft.-lbS.)
group Size in incheS

SMalleSt   largeSt   average

black hillS

230-gr. hp +p
991 Avg.

25 Sd
502 1.77 2.84 2.46

hornady no. 91128
200-gr. tap fpd

1067 Avg.
7 Sd

506 1.46 2.17 1.78

WincheSter  
no. X45aShp2
185-gr. St hp

1000 Avg.
15 Sd

411 1.47 2.22 1.91

average eXtreMe Spread 2.05

MeASured AverAge velocity for 10 roundS froM A 5" bArrel. rAnge teMperAture: 
78° f. huMidity: 40%. AccurAcy for five conSecutive, five-Shot groupS At 25 ydS. 
froM SAndbAgS. AbbreviAtionS: tAp fpd (tActicAl ApplicAtion police for perSonAl 
defenSe), hp (holloW point), Sd (StAndArd deviAtion), St (Silvertip).

SPRINGFIELD ARMORY
LIGHTWEIGHT OPERATOR

A two-piece guide rod contributes to reliability, while a snugly-fitted barrel 
bushing aids accuracy. The dustcover has an integral Picatinny rail.

The integral feed ramp (above, l.) on the stain-
less-steel barrel promotes feeding reliability. A 
beveled magazine well (above) speeds reloading. 
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If a single word could describe 
the Serbian “Black Arrow” M93 
.50 BMG, it would be “mas-

sive.” At 40 lbs. and nearly 60" in 
length, everything about this ri� e 
is classic Model 98 Mauser maga-
zine-fed, bolt action—except on a 
steroidal scale. 

Imported by European Ameri-
can Armory (EAA) in Rockledge, 
Fla., the .50 BMG M93 Black Arrow 
is manufactured by Zastava Arms 
factory in Kragujevc, Serbia. 
Established in 1857, Zastava is 
among the oldest armsmakers in 
the world. 

The Model 93 Black Arrow has 
been in service since 1990, � rst 
in the former Yugoslavia and now 
with Serbian armed forces. It is 
produced in two variants; one is 
chambered in the potent Russian 
DSHK 12.7x107 mm, and the other 
in .50 BMG is imported by EAA. 

Machined from a solid block of 

ordnance steel, the massive square 
receiver is 14" long, 3" tall, and 2" 
wide. The detachable � ve-round 
box magazine is held in place by 
a spring-loaded pivoting latch 
located midway on the right side 
of the receiver.

The 3-lb., 1"-diameter, 11"-long 
bolt is a standard controlled-
round-feed 98 Mauser; with a claw 
extractor, dual opposing front 
locking lugs and a safety lug at the 
rear. The bright blued bolt is � nely 
machined and polished giving it a 
very slick feel in the receiver race-
ways. The bolt handle—measuring 
3½" from the root to the ball—pro-
vided suf� cient leverage to open 
the action. Even so, some rounds 
required “gentle application of a 
soft rubber hammer to open the 
bolt—a condition not uncommon 
with .50 BMG ri� es.

Two large gas-relief ports are 
located an inch behind the lugs 

to divert gas into the magazine 
well in the event of a compro-
mised primer or case. In addition, 
the back of the bolt is capped to 
prevent any escaping gas from 
reaching the shooter. The � nish on 
the ri� e provides a black, non-
re� ecting surface.

The 33"-long slightly tapered 
� uted bull barrel measures 1.26" in 
diameter at the fore-end and 1.1" 
at the muzzle. The blocky muzzle 
brake has four opposing square 
horizontal chambers that direct 
gas rearward at a 60 degree angle. 
Eight deep lands and grooves pro-
duce a 1:15.5" right-hand twist.

The Black Arrow is equipped 
with a non-removable bipod of 
robust design. The 9" legs extend to 
13" and are locked by a threaded, 
knurled collet tube. Their short, 
welded, sheet-metal duck feet 
give stability and prevent digging 
into soft soil. The one fault with the 
bipod is its location—the back of 
the short composite fore-end at the 
dead center of gravity of the ri� e. 
With the bolt removed, the ri� e is 
very muzzle heavy.

The 8X 32 mm Zrak 1"-tube 
scope is mounted in rings lined 
with a relatively hard neoprene. 
The rings, hinged at the top, are 
secured to a massive tip-off mount 
by two slot-head screws. The 10" 
long scope mount straddles the 
entire receiver on a � at that is 
milled at 30 degrees. Removing 
the mount is accomplished by 
releasing the lever and holding 
down the detent and sliding it 
back off the dovetails. 

With the large objective bell, 
light transmission is excellent, with 
good contrast and little spheri-
cal aberration, though the lens 
coating produces a greenish tint. 
The windage and elevation on the 
Zrak scope are coarse, each click 
providing approximately 3 m.o.a. 
of movement. Clicks are precise, as 
is return to zero. The glass also suf-
fers from parallax; head movement 
produces 4" of apparent reticle 
movement at 100 yds., which we 
found frustrating. For that reason 
we mounted a Sightron 6-24X 42 
mm scope in the supplied 1" rings.

The trigger pull was gritty, 

SHOOTING RESULTS (100 YDS.)
.50 BMG
CARTRIDGE

VEL. @ 10'
(F.P.S.)

ENERGY

(FT.-LBS.)
GROUP SIZE IN INCHES

SMALLEST   LARGEST   AVERAGE

BARRETT .50 BMG
BALL, M33, 
661-GR. FMJ

2842 AVG.
        6 SD

11,098 2.20 6.11 4.01

MEASURED AVERAGE VELOCITY FOR 10 ROUNDS FROM A 34" BARREL OVER AN OEHLER MODEL 
35P CHRONOGRAPH. RANGE TEMPERATURE: 68° F. HUMIDITY: 58%. ACCURACY FOR FIVE CON-
SECUTIVE, FIVE-SHOT GROUPS AT 100 YDS. FROM A SANDBAG. ABBREVIATIONS: FMJ (FULL-METAL 
JACKET), SD (STANDARD DEVIATION).

EAA “BLACK ARROW” M93 RIFLE

The Black Arrow comes as a kit 
inside a wooden crate, complete 
with its scope and bipod. Recoil was 
not unpleasant, as the big gun tops 
the scales at about 40 lbs.
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to divert gas into the magazine 
well in the event of a compro-
mised primer or case. In addition, 
the back of the bolt is capped to 
prevent any escaping gas from 
reaching the shooter. The finish on 
the rifle provides a black, non-
reflecting surface.

The 33"-long slightly tapered 
fluted bull barrel measures 1.26" in 
diameter at the fore-end and 1.1" 
at the muzzle. The blocky muzzle 
brake has four opposing square 
horizontal chambers that direct 
gas rearward at a 60 degree angle. 
Eight deep lands and grooves pro-
duce a 1:15.5" right-hand twist.

The Black Arrow is equipped 
with a non-removable bipod of 
robust design. The 9" legs extend to 
13" and are locked by a threaded, 
knurled collet tube. Their short, 
welded, sheet-metal duck feet 
give stability and prevent digging 
into soft soil. The one fault with the 
bipod is its location—the back of 
the short composite fore-end at the 
dead center of gravity of the rifle. 
With the bolt removed, the rifle is 
very muzzle heavy.

The 8X 32 mm Zrak 1"-tube 
scope is mounted in rings lined 
with a relatively hard neoprene. 
The rings, hinged at the top, are 
secured to a massive tip-off mount 
by two slot-head screws. The 10" 
long scope mount straddles the 
entire receiver on a flat that is 
milled at 30 degrees. Removing 
the mount is accomplished by 
releasing the lever and holding 
down the detent and sliding it 
back off the dovetails. 

With the large objective bell, 
light transmission is excellent, with 
good contrast and little spheri-
cal aberration, though the lens 
coating produces a greenish tint. 
The windage and elevation on the 
Zrak scope are coarse, each click 
providing approximately 3 m.o.a. 
of movement. Clicks are precise, as 
is return to zero. The glass also suf-
fers from parallax; head movement 
produces 4" of apparent reticle 
movement at 100 yds., which we 
found frustrating. For that reason 
we mounted a Sightron 6-24X 42 
mm scope in the supplied 1" rings.

The trigger pull was gritty, 

with unpredictably long creep. 
Its almost 9-lb. let-off detracted 
greatly from the accuracy poten-
tial of the rifle, though the gritty 
feel smoothed out with wear after 
about 20 rounds.

There is one other design 
feature of the Black Arrow that 
tends to hinder accuracy for some 
shooters. In order to accommo-
date the long bolt, the comb of the 
glass-fiber composite stock lines 
up just below the bolt when the 
action is fully open. The operator 
must assume a heads up posi-
tion. Though not natural, it can be 
mastered.

Given the relatively short 
eye relief of approximately 3", 
initial trepidation over possible 
bruised or cut eyebrows, proved 
unfounded. Recoil is further miti-
gated by a generous 1" recoil pad 
and by a pair of heavy spring buf-
fers mounted in the two steel tubes 
that fasten the buttstock to the rear 
of the receiver and to the bottom of 
the pistol grip. 

In accuracy testing, the rifle was  
nestled in a Caldwell Lead Sled 

DFT with a single 25-lb. bag of shot 
for ballast weight. In all, we fired 80 
rounds of ball ammunition. There 
were no failures to feed. Function-
ing was surprisingly smooth and 
consistent, using the two magazines 
provided with the rifle.

Range testing of the Black Arrow 
was accomplished with a single lot 
of Barrett headstamped .50 BMG 
M-33 Ball loaded with 661-gr. FMJ 
bullets. The rifle was sighted-in at 
100 yds., and the five-shot groups 
produced an average of 4". Accu-
racy improved at 200 yds. as the 
bullets stabilized. The rifle tended 
to string vertically when the barrel 
became heated. Cooling between 
shots produced consistent groups.

The rifle comes with two 
magazines, a wooden crate carry-
ing case, cleaning rod and other 
accessories. As a long-range 
shooter, the Black Arrow exhibits 
considerable potential. For Mauser 
collectors, it is a true a rarity 
among military long-range rifles 
and might well find a place beside 
the equally massive venerable 
World War I Panzerbuchse 1918.

EAA M93 BLACK ARROW
Manufacturer: Zastava arms, 

Kragujevc, serbia
IMporter: european american armory 

(Dept. ar), 402 richarD roaD, 
rocKleDge, Fl 32955;  
(321) 639-4842; www.eaacorp.com 

calIber: .50 bmg
actIon type: center-Fire,  

repeating bolt-action riFle
receIver: blueD steel
barrel: 33", 36" with muZZle braKe
rIflIng: eight-groove, 1:15.5" rh twist
MagazIne: mauser-style staggereD 

Detachable box; Five-rounD capacity
SIghtS: ZraK 8x 32 mm set in integral 

tip-oFF mount; Flip-up iron sights.
trIgger pull: single-stage; 9 lbs
Stock: buFFereD composite;  length oF 

pull, 131⁄2"; Drop at heel 21⁄2";  
Drop at comb 21⁄2”

overall length: 60"
WeIght: 40 lbs with scope anD mount
acceSSorIeS: extra magaZine,  

cleaning Kit, earmuFFs,  
wooD carrying case.

SuggeSted retaIl prIce: $7,035 

SHOOTING RESULTS (100 YDS.)
.50 bMg 
cartrIdge

vel. @ 10'
(f.p.S.)

energy

(ft.-lbS.)
group SIze In IncheS

SMalleSt   largeSt   average

barrett .50 bMg
ball, M33,  
661-gr. fMJ

2842 avg.
        6 sD

11,098 2.20 6.11 4.01

measureD average velocity For 10 rounDs From a 34" barrel over an oehler moDel 
35p chronograph. range temperature: 68° F. humiDity: 58%. accuracy For Five con-
secutive, Five-shot groups at 100 yDs. From a sanDbag. abbreviations: Fmj (Full-metal 
jacKet), sD (stanDarD Deviation).

EAA “BlAck Arrow” M93 riflE

The Black Arrow comes as a kit 
inside a wooden crate, complete 
with its scope and bipod. Recoil was 
not unpleasant, as the big gun tops 
the scales at about 40 lbs.

Due to parallax difficulties with the 8X 32 mm Zrak scope, we mounted a 
Sightron 6-24X 42 mm for testing. The Black Arrow’s bolt (above, l.) is mas-
sive as compared to a Model 98 bolt, and the safety is behind the trigger.
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The American Rifl eman has used the phrase “Dope Bag” since at least 1921, when Col. Townsend 
Whelen fi rst titled his column with it. Even then, it had been in use for years, referring to a sack used 
by target shooters to hold ammunition and accessories on the fi ring line. “Sight dope” also was a 
traditional marksman’s term for sight-adjustment information, while judging wind speed and direction 
was called “doping the wind.”

WARNING: Technical data and information contained herein are intended to provide information 
based on the limited experience of individuals under specifi c conditions and circumstances. They do 
not detail the comprehensive training procedures, techniques and safety precautions absolutely neces-
sary to properly carry on similar activity. Read the notice and disclaimer on the contents page. Always 
consult comprehensive reference manuals and bulletins for details of proper training requirements, 
procedures, techniques and safety precautions before attempting any similar activity.

Although Cabela’s has long 
carried all the major makes 
of telescopic sights, since 

1976 the company has also offered 
optics under its own name. Currently, 
Cabela’s catalogs a variety of tactical 
and specialty ri� escopes, as well 
as two lines intended primarily for 
hunters: the value-priced Pine Ridge 
scopes, which retail from $49.99 to 
$149.99, and the Alaskan Guide mod-
els, consisting of the Premium, XT 
and Range� nding lines, with prices 
of $299.99 to $429.99. The offerings 
in the Range� nding line include 
3.5-10X 42 mm and 4.5-14X 42 mm 
models; the latter is evaluated here. 

Like all the Alaskan Guide 
scopes, the 4.5-14X 42 mm 

Range� nding Ri� escope is made 
to Cabela’s speci� cations in 
Japan. Alaskan Guide scopes have 
1"-diameter main tubes and all the 
features that one would expect from 
quality hunting optics: one-piece 
aluminum main tubes, multicoated 
lenses for superior light transmis-
sion, nitrogen � lling to eliminate 
fogging, etched glass reticles, 
and waterproof and shockproof 
construction. Additional features 
include windage and elevation 
turrets with 1/4-minute clicks, a 
fast-focus eyepiece, and, on both 
range� nding models, a saddle-
mounted side-focus parallax adjust-
ment turret. Both the windage and 
elevation turrets offer a generous 60 
minutes of angle (m.o.a.) of adjust-
ment (15 m.o.a. per revolution).

The most distinctive feature 
of our Alaskan Guide scope was 
its range� nding reticle, which is 
designed to allow estimation of 
both target range and bullet drop. 
In addition to a standard crosshair, 
the reticle contains a series of four 
circles of descending diameter, 
representing an 18" target width at 
200, 300, 400 and 500 yds., respec-
tively. Etched numbers indicate the 

distance associated with each cir-
cle. A short horizontal line extends 
from each circle to the vertical 
crosshair, establishing the proper 
aiming point for that particular dis-
tance (except for the 200-yd. circle, 
which is centered on the primary 
crosshair). The range� nding reticle 
is in the scope’s � rst focal plane, 
which maintains the proper appar-
ent size of each circle regardless of 
scope magni� cation, and allows the 
range� nding feature to be used at 
any magni� cation.

In use, the shooter simply brack-
ets an 18" portion of the target (the 
nominal size of the chest cavity of 
deer, antelope, bear and the like) in 
one of the circles in the reticle. The 
circle giving the best � t indicates 
the approximate range to the target. 
The shooter then aims at the target 
utilizing the proper horizontal line, 
which should produce the proper 
drop compensation for that range.

Of course, in the � eld, the back-
to-belly measurement of game ani-
mals won’t always be exactly 18", 
and even when it is, game won’t 
always be conveniently located 
so that it � ts neatly into one of the 
range� nding circles. 

Also affecting the performance 
of such a range� nding reticle is 
extent to which the drop compensa-
tion of the reticle matches the actual 
drop of the cartridge and bullet. 
In the case of the Alaskan Guide 
Range� nding scope, drop compen-
sation was based on the trajectories 
of high-velocity cartridges such as 
the .243 Win., .270 Win, 7 mm Rem. 
Mag. and .300 Win Mag. Despite the 
differences among these cartridges, 
their drop � gures at 300 to 500 yds. 
are remarkably similar. 

We tested the 4.5-14X 42 mm 
Range� nding Ri� escope using two 
different, highly accurate ri� es: a 
custom 6.5-.284 Win. ri� e with H-S 
Precision action and stock and a 
27" Douglas Premium heavy barrel, 
and a DPMS LR-260 ri� e with a 24" 
target-weight barrel, chambered 
in .260 Rem. The 6.5-.284 Win. ri� e 
had a trajectory that, in theory, was 
a good � t to the drop compensation 
markings in the reticle, while the 
.260 Rem. gun gave us an opportu-
nity to test the unit with a standard, 
non-magnum cartridge.

As per the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions, we � rst zeroed the ri� e at 100 
yds. using the central crosshair. 
We then � red three-shot groups at 
Bianchi D-1 “tombstone” targets at 
200 to 500 yds. These targets have 
the advantage of being exactly 18" 
wide, and allowed us to gauge the 

The fast-focusing eyepiece allows quick target acquisition. Windage and eleva-
tion turrets (above, r.) offer 60 m.o.a. of adjustment in 1/4-minute clicks.

CABELA’S 4.5-14X 42 MM ALASKAN GUIDE 
RANGEFINDING RIFLESCOPE

Cabela’s 4.5-14X 42 mm Rangefi nd-
ing Rifl escope features multicoated 
lenses, a side parallax focusing 
turret, and a rangefi nding reticle for 
shots out to 500 yds. Circles on the 
reticle represent an 18" target size 
at the ranges indicated; horizontal 
lines are used for drop compensa-
tion at those distances. 

A side-focus turret offers convenient parallax correction. Made to Cabela’s 
specifi cations in Japan, the scope has a 1" tube and a black anodized fi nish.
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